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Chapter 471: I’ve kneeled down 

 

Murong Ni’s heart was now in her throat. 

Huang Yueli stole a glance at her and didn’t know whether to laugh or not. 

“We were talking about….” 

She paused her sentence and looked at the anxious expression on Murong Ni’s face before slowly 

continuing. 

“We were talking about the bet earlier. Murong Ni had personally said that if I could verify that the 

water I had fed Li Moying was indeed the Spirit Saint Spring Water, she would kowtow to me one 

hundred times, and she actually renege on her debt! Please judge this, as a daughter of such a reputable 

Sect, her words are just like passing gas, is that right?” 

When Murong Ni heard these words, she almost went into a daze. 

What was the situation now… she thought Huang Yueli would expose her but… she didn’t? 

She raised her look surprisingly but saw Huang Yueli looking down towards her with a meaningful glace, 

with a ridiculing expression. 

Murong Ni finally reacted to the current situation. 

Although Huang Yueli didn’t expose her now, she didn’t say she would let her off! 

Huang Yueli actually talked about the wager and her intentions were now very obvious. 

If Murong Ni wanted her to shut her mouth, then she would need to abide by the wager and kowtow 

her to one hundred times in front of everyone! 

Otherwise she would tell the truth about Murong Ni pushing her down the cliff! 

Murong Ni had not expected this and her face turned liver-coloured, from both rage and anxiety! 

She didn’t want to kowtow to Huang Yueli as that would mean she was putting out her pride for Huang 

Yueli to tread upon! She had never done such an embarrassing and insulting thing in her entire life! 

But if she didn’t kowtow to her, she would definitely tell everyone about what happened on the cliff! 

Murong Ni’s heart was divided and an erratic expression soon appeared on her face. 

Huang Yueli didn’t say a single word and unhurriedly looked at her, confident that she would give in. 

Murong Ni thought for a long time and finally knelt down after she gritted her teeth. 

“Yue… Yue Li, I’m sorry, it’s my bad. I shouldn’t have suspected you. Please be magnanimous and don’t 

hold it against me…..” 



Compared to the danger of being struck by Li Moying, she knew that kowtowing was a much better 

option….. 

What’s more, she felt that Huang Yueli would not have the guts to make her kowtow one hundred 

times! She was after all Li Moying’s Junior Sister. Would she dare not to forgive her? 

Just this one kneel and some buttery sentences, this matter… should be a breeze? 

Murong Ni used all the malicious chants she knew to curse Huang Yueli in her heart but she still endured 

the humiliation and knelt down. 

Huang Yueli didn’t move and looked at her. She suddenly said, “Weren’t you going to kowtow one 

hundred times? Why aren’t you moving? Dawn is going to break soon and we still have to send Li 

Moying down the mountain. Be quick and stop procrastinating!” 

“You…..” 

Murong Ni’s vision turned back and almost fainted! 

This slut actually wanted her to kowtow?? 

Mo Yi, Mo Er and Mo San stood silently by one side, not daring to make any noise. 

Since they have already acknowledged Huang Yueli as their future Mistress, then whatever she do, they 

would not stop her from doing it. 

However Luo Jiyun couldn’t stand by and watch idly and he hurriedly came out to mediate. 

“Sister-in-law…..sister-in-law, I know this is Junior Sister’s wrong. I’ll help her apologize too! But this… 

kowtow one hundred times…. It’s indeed a little too much…. She’s still young and inexperienced, please 

don’t hold it against her, sister-in-law…..” 

Chapter 472: I’ll keep track of the counting! 

 

Huang Yueli shot a glance at Luo Jiyun and said, “Junior Brother Luo, the reason why your Junior Sister’s 

temper is unruly is because of people like you who have spoilt her. Everyone should learn how to pay 

the price for doing something wrong themselves!” 

These words of hers were unreserved and her tone was slight weighted. 

Luo Jiyung was stunned as he did not expect her to say such words. After all, Huang Yueli was just a 

fourteen year old lady, but her intonation and manner gave him a misperception, as though…. the words 

were not from her but an experienced, powerful formidable high level expert. 

The indescribable feeling of oppression made Luo Jiyun’s mouth wide open but was unable to plead any 

further. 

Huang Yueli suddenly took a turn of intonation, “But if Ms Murong really don’t wish to kowtow, I’m also 

not the type of person to force others…. Then…..” 

“Thud!” 



A low sound echoed, interrupting her words. 

Murong Ni had already prostrated with her head banding on the ground. 

Although it was not a heavy kowtow, her face was already flushed till it looked as if blood was going to 

gush out anytime! 

Having grown to this age, she had never been so embarrassed before. It was simply too humiliating! She 

wished that there was a hole in the ground so that she could hide in it! 

Unfortunately this kowtow was something she had to do. Huang Yueli’s intentions were already very 

clear, if she continued to hesitate, Huang Yueli would definitely mentioned what had happened on the 

cliff! 

Murong Ni scrambled to kowtow and Huang Yueli stopped short. 

Murong Ni raised her body halfway in mid-air. 

Since she had already kowtow once, she had already shown the sincerity of her apology. If Huang Yueli 

had any common sense, she should know when to stop and let her get up immediately! 

Unless she really wanted to force her to kowtow one hundred times? 

Alas, Murong Ni’s plan failed again. 

Huang Yueli’s voice floated softly over her head, “That’s one, there’s ninety nine more! Miss Murong, 

please continue and kowtow. I’ll keep tracking of the counting and will definitely not make a mistake!” 

Stop while you’re ahead? Huang Yueli’s dictionary did not have this terminology at all! 

To her, compassion and friendliness were only given to people who were worth it. As for those who 

willing came to get beaten, she would definitely be merciless! And give that party a lesson that they 

would never forget! 

Hearing this, Murong Ni almost fainted with rage. 

But since Luo Jiyun also didn’t dare to plead for her, the others would never help her too. 

Murong Ni clenched her teeth and persuaded herself, since she had already kowtow once, her face had 

already been lost. What difference did it make if it’s one or one hundred kowtows? Humiliation is the 

same, whether it’s more or less, there’s no difference? 

“Thud!” 

“Thud!” 

“Thud!” 

….. 

Murong Ni lowered her head and her forehead kept thumping on the ground. Even if the campsite was 

full of grass and the ground was covered in mud and it wasn’t hard, doing to many kowtows at one go 

was enough to make her giddy, not remembering how many kowtows she had already done. 



After a long time, she could no longer take it and dizzily turned towards one side. 

Murong Ni’s eyes saw little stars and leaning against the ground, her forehead was filled with mud, with 

traces of blood stains. Her little face was as white as a sheet. 

Anyone who saw this scene would think this little girl was very pitiful. 

In the midst of her dizziness, Murong Ni saw Huang Yueli move and walked behind her. 

Chapter 473: Such a magnanimous person like me 

 

Huang Yueli lowered her sight and when she saw the wound on Murong Ni’s face and the pathetic sight, 

her face let out a disturbed look. 

“Sigh, look at you, you look so pitiful! Let’s hurry, you’re left with seven kowtows, quickly finish up and 

go back into the tent to rest!” 

Initially when she heard Huang Yueli saying “pitiful”, Murong Ni thought she found her consciousness 

and decided to let her off. But she had never expected that Huang Yueli’s next words were for her to 

continue kowtowing! 

What’s more, Huang Yueli was really keeping track of the counting. Even if Murong Ni missed a few 

kowtows, she kept track of it very clearly….. 

Murong Ni’s eyes turned black and fell flatly on the ground, her head slamming onto the ground hard. 

“Thump”! This sound sounded much louder than usual. 

Huang Yueli sized her up and said, “This kowtow is….. too nonstandard! But since the sound is loud 

enough, such a magnanimous person like me won’t haggle with you over this. So this is counted as one, 

there are still six kowtows remaining!” 

This evil wretch actually dared to claim herself was magnanimous! 

It was the first time in her life that Murong Ni felt that someone could be so thick-skinned, and it had to 

be this black-bellied female demon which nobody could oppose! 

She hated Huang Yueli to the core but she had had no choice but to forced herself to concentrate and 

straightened herself up to finish the remaining six kowtows. 

Huang Yueli replied, “Look, haven’t you completed? Hadn’t you kowtowed well, you’ve saved me much 

time! Next time be more straightforward and stop dragging or going back on your words….. otherwise, I 

won’t be so modest and hold back next time!” 

This was considered “modest”? 

Murong Ni held a mouthful of blood in her throat when she heard these words! 

She glared at Huang Yueli, almost to the point of puffing out fire and kept cursing in her heart: Yueli, just 

wait and see! Someday I will get my revenge back and teach you a lesson! And I must let Senior Brother 

see your shamelessness! 



Murong Ni’s resentful glare wasn’t unreciprocated. 

But she didn’t take it to heart. What could she do to this unruly rich girl? If she didn’t learnt her lesson 

and continued to provoke her, she would definitely make Murong Ni regret it. 

What Murong Ni didn’t know was, Huang Yueli had already told Li Moying about Murong Ni pushing her 

down the cliff. 

She had innocently thought that after kowtowing to Huang Yueli, the matter would not be made known 

to others. 

Huang Yueli was merely using this as an excuse to get her into trouble again. 

When Li Moying awakened and recalled all the things that had happened before he became 

unconscious, Murong Ni was still going to get into trouble! 

Huang Yueli walked straight into the tent. 

It was extremely quiet inside and Li Moying was alone reclining in the bathtub, with his bottom totally 

immersed in the Spirit Saint Spring Water. 

Huang Yueli sat down on the magical beast skin opposite him and her gaze swept past that slightly 

creased brows, his dense eyebrows and that erect nose bridge and the pale cold lips… 

Her gaze continued downwards to his slender neck, the sexy collarbone and that muscular shoulders….. 

Every inch of his body was perfectly crafted beautifully without a single bit of flaw. 

However, such an unexcelled man had become extremely weak, gripping Huang Yueli’s heart. 

Chapter 474: Quickly recover 

 

Huang Yueli hugged both feet tightly, her chin resting on her knees and stared fixedly on Li Moying’s 

silhouette. 

Quickly wake up, quickly recover….. 

Don’t make her worry any further….. 

As though they hoped to leave some space for this pair of fiancé and fiancée, Mo Yi and the rest did not 

enter the tent to disturb their peace. 

Just like that, a night of silence slipped away quietly. 

The next morning when the first ray of sunlight shot into the Dark Moon Forest, everyone awoke. 

Luo Jiyun ran into the tent and saw Huang Yueli remain seated in the exact same position as last night. 

He astonishingly asked, “Sister-in-law, didn’t you rest a bit for the entire night?” 

Huang Yueli heard some noises and got a jolt. She rubbed her eyes and realised that she was in a daze 

the entire night. 



She hurriedly stood up and said, “It was nothing. I was worried that Li Moying would feel uncomfortable 

so I couldn’t sleep. Luckily nothing cropped up last night.” 

At this moment, Mo Yi and the rest also entered the tent. 

Seeing her red eyes, Mo Yi too felt astonished. 

“Third Miss, you didn’t sleep the entire night? Are you alright? If we had known, we would have taken 

turns to exchange shifts with you. Do you want to go to another tent now and rest up a bit?” 

Huang Yueli shook her head, “There’s no need, I can’t sleep anyway. Since everyone is awake now, let’s 

hurry and leave this mountain. Once we have reached the bottom of the mountain, you should be able 

to contact your Sect to come forward to aide you.” 

From the inner zone of the Dark Moon Forest to the outside, they would need at least five to six days. 

Now that they needed to bring along the injured Li Moying, their speed would definitely be much slower 

hence they could not delay any further. 

Luo Jiyun nodded his head and replied, “Sister-in-law, don’t worry. We have our own secret method of 

contact one another. I’ve already left a message to Second Brother so they should already be on their 

way here.” 

“That’s great.” 

Huang Yueli nodded her head. 

Mo Yi and Mo Er were already by the side of the bathtub, lifting Li Moying out and helping him to get 

dressed. 

Initially these men had thought Huang Yueli would avoid them but in the end, not only did she not leave, 

she also stood in the tent to speak to Luo Jiyun and occasionally turned her head back to look at them. 

As they thought the both of them were fiancé and fiancée status, the few of them didn’t bother to voice 

out. 

Huang Yueli took a look at Li Moying’s complexion. After soaking an entire night in the Spirit Saint Spring 

Water, his condition had clearly turned better and his external injury had partially healed and the 

greenish black spot which represented the spiritual damage in between his eyebrows had dispersed by 

ninety percent. 

Li Moying’s internal injury would not heal that easily and his spiritual damage also would not completely 

recover that soon. There were plenty more problems to settle after these so at least half a month of 

recuperation was necessary. 

Huang Yueli observed for some time before she frowned and asked, “Brother Mo Yi, is Li Moying’s 

current condition considered normal? In the normal course of events, his spiritual damage had already 

healed around ninety percent, so by rights he should have awoken. But he is still unconscious….. could 

he have sustained other injuries?” 

Mo Yi hesitated as he replied, “I’m not sure as well. But if Master had not taken Doctor Liu’s medication, 

he would indeed be unconscious for a very long period of time whenever his illness acts up…..” 



Huang Yueli creased her brows, “Your Master’s illness…. is simply unpredictable. Are there no ways to 

cure it? Every full moon he will need the pills to oppress the symptoms. This is basically just treating the 

symptoms and not the root cause, which is not a good method for long-term!” 

Mo Yi replied, “Third Miss what you just said is exactly what Doctor Liu mentioned.” 

Chapter 475: The Armament Master is me 

 

“He said Master’s cause of illness is likely due to the instability of the spirit, similar to Soul Detachment 

illness. So if we could find the Profound Lunar Jade and a suitable Armament Master to refine the 

Profound Lunar Spirit Mirror for him to carry around, there might be a certain effect. That’s the reason 

why Master personally came to the Dark Moon Forest…..” 

When Huang Yueli heard these words, she was slightly surprised. 

“Wait… you said the reason for Li Moying to get the Profound Lunar Spirit Mirror, is for himself?” 

The Profound Lunar Spirit Mirror was generally used by those without cultivation or female 

practitioners, because these type of people were easiest to lose control of their spirits, and have similar 

diagnosis such as the Soul Detachment Illness. 

That was why when Li Moying first proposed the idea for her to refine the Profound Lunar Spirit Mirror, 

Huang Yueli had guessed that it was for some woman who was important to him, requiring him to spend 

so much effort to find someone to refine such a unique piece of armament. 

But now, she realised from Mo Yi that the Profound Lunar Spirit Mirror was for himself? 

Huang Yueli was shocked for a moment but soon accepted the answer. 

It was because she had witnessed his condition personally, and the cause was due to the instability of 

his spirit. Hence Liu Buyan’s diagnosis was definitely reasonable. 

Huang Yueli gave some thoughts and said, “Since that’s the case, if you were to leave the Dark Moon 

Forest, how are you going to find the Profound Lunar Jade?” 

Mo Yi replied, “We can only think of other ways then. But Doctor Liu mentioned that if we manage to 

acquire a good quality Profound Lunar Jade, not only will Master’s illness not act up so violently, if there 

were any accidental situations, even if it acts up, his consciousness would still remain stable for some 

time, and he would not be so bloodthirsty. The repercussions will also decrease drastically…..” 

Upon hearing these words, Huang Yueli hurriedly cut into his words. 

“Repercussions decrease drastically? Does that mean Li Moying might wake up sooner?” 

Mo Yi nodded, “Yes, I heard that Doctor Liu and Master’s teacher discussed about this matter, saying 

whenever Master’s illness acts up, the reason for his unconsciousness is due to his spirit unable to 

regain it’s normal condition. However with the help of the Profound Lunar Spirit Mirror, it will help to 

quickly stabilise his spirit hence the amount of time that he remains unconscious will lessen, which in 

turn also lessens the damage to his body.” 



When Huang Yueli heard these, she quickly stood up. 

“So there is such a matter, why didn’t you mention it earlier!” 

“Huh?” 

Mo Yi didn’t expect her to be so agitated so he fell into a daze. 

Huang Yueli said, “Stop wasting time. Since the Profound Lunar Spirit Mirror is so useful to Li Moying, 

instead of leaving the mountain, let’s proceed to the location where we found the vein mine of the Spirit 

Jade and get the Profound Spirit Jade! Otherwise when Li Moying returns to the Sect, where will you 

find the Profound Spirit Jade? If this drags on, another month would have passed.” 

Mo Yi was dumbfounded, “Er… this… Third Miss, there’s something that you don’t know. Even if we 

were to get the Profound Lunar Jade now, it’s useless. It’s because once the Profound Lunar Jade leaves 

the vein mein, it will lose its effect within a few hours. So we need the Armament Master to refine it on 

the spot.” 

“Master originally mentioned, he had hired an exceptionally skilled Armament Master over and will 

meet us directly at the vein mine. But now such an accident had happened and Master remains 

unconscious, we have no idea where to look for this Armament Master?” 

Huang Yueli blinked and replied, “Where are you intending to find this person? The Armament Master 

that Li Moying hired….. is me.” 

Chapter 476: I have an agreement with him 

 

“What?!” 

“Did I hear wrongly?” 

When they heard the two conversing, everyone let out a surprised look. 

No one had thought that Huang Yueli would say such a thing and everyone looked at each other in 

disbelief. 

To be frank, the things that Huang Yueli had said over these few days had already gave everyone a big 

shock. But every time they felt that that matter was already absorbed, something preposterous would 

pop out of her mouth next. 

And every single time, the things she said were nothing but the truth….. 

Even so, these words today were something that they could not place their belief in. 

Luo Jiyun opened his eyes wide, starring at Huang Yueli, “Sister-in-law, did I hear wrongly? You 

said….you’re an Armament Master?” 

Huang Yueli nodded, “That’s right, and I have an agreement with Li Moying. He would help me attain the 

fifth and sixth tier fire attributed magical beasts core and I will be responsible for refining the Profound 



Lunar Spirit Mirror. So it should be a misunderstanding on your part. It’s not that the Armament Master 

will meet you at the mine vein, but he will bring me alongside.” 

“B..bu..but….. But….. you’re an Armament Master?” 

Luo Jiyun stuttered over his words, not know what else to say. 

Huang Yueli’s array skills were so high that she instantly crushed Murong Ni, the well- known array 

genius in the South Sky Region, so naturally everyone had thought she should be an Array Master. 

To be honest, to have such deep skill set at a tender age, and her level was so high, it was already an 

absurd matter. 

Who would expect that today, Huang Yueli claimed that she was an Armament Master? 

This was totally illogical, and something that was impossible? 

A person’s time and energy was only that much, no matter if you were a genius or how much hard work 

you have put in, it couldn’t have been just one or two days effort. Huang Yueli was still so young but her 

array skills level was already that high, and she could still learn the skills of refining armaments? 

Yet, Huang Yueli calmly nodded her head and threw him an annoyed glance. 

“Why this surprised expression? I have yet to tell any lies yet, right?” 

“That’s correct, but…. you’re an Armament Master?” 

Luo Jiyun looked retarded as he repeated his question again. 

Huang Yueli helplessly turned towards Mo Yi. 

“Brother Mo Yi, things are like what I said earlier. Since Li Moying has already helped me attain the 

magical beast cores that I need, so his part of agreement had already been attained. I will definitely 

need to refine the Profound Lunar Spirit Mirror for him. Since he needs it so urgently, we should go to 

the mine vein directly, get the Profound Lunar Jade and I’ll refine it on the spot. It might be useful for his 

injuries.” 

Mo Yi’s expression was unflustered but he paused for a long time. 

Huang Yueli admired his calm and collected behaviour. 

No wonder he was Li Moying’s right hand man. This psychological state was extremely good, he was 

calm and collected and not easily shaken, unlike that Luo Jiyun who had yet to grow any hair on his face, 

making a fuss over every small matter as though he had yet to seen the world! 

Mo Yi remained silent for a short while before he finally spoke, “Third Miss, are…. Are you alright? Was 

it because you didn’t sleep last night so you’re not feeling well? Do you feel dizzy, or sleepy? Why don’t 

you take a rest first before we move out?” 

Huang Yueli was shocked and took a while to respond. 

Mo Yi had thought her mind was unclear and was talking rubbish! 



Chapter 477: This isn’t a laughing matter 

 

Huang Yueli suddenly didn’t know whether to laugh or cry. 

Sigh, she had thought Mo Yi was stronger than Luo Jiyun but….. they were basically Tweedledum and 

Tweedledee. 

Without any choice, she had to spell it out clearly for them to understand. 

“I really am an Armament Master. The first time I met Li Moying, it was to sell off my Profound Weapons 

in his auction house. Don’t worry about the quality, if my potential was not there, would such a smart 

person like Li Moying let me be responsible to refine the Profound Lunar Spirit Mirror?” 

Mo Yi looked at her but these thoughts kept sparking around in his mind. 

Could it be? Or could it not be? 

If it was in normal times, based on the black-bellied shrewd character of his Master, those Armament 

Masters whom he looked up to would definitely be very awesome. 

But the person he was facing now was Huang Yueli! 

Truth had shown that in his Master’s rationality, whenever he faced this astute beauty, he was basically 

not on his normal standard….. 

Perhaps Li Moying was just finding an excuse to train alongside with his fiancée, and the real Armament 

Master was actually someone else? 

Mo Yi thought about it and said, “Third Miss, did you know, the Profound Lunar Spirit Jade…. Although it 

is not commonly found and there are very few who are able to refine it, it is after all a fourth tier upper 

quality Profound Artifact.” 

“Of course I know about this.” Huang Yueli replied. 

Mo Yi was speechless. He had wanted to be more conservative about his words and let Huang Yueli 

understand the difference in her level in a subtle way but he had not expected her to not understand 

what he was trying to convey, not knowing if she really did not understand or was just trying to act blur. 

Hence he had no choice but to be blunt. 

“Third Miss, fourth level Profound Artifacts are not easily refined by anyone. Even normal fourth rank 

Armament Masters might not be able to complete the process. Generally speaking, only fifth rank 

Armament Masters would be able to refine it successfully. What’s more, Master had prepared the finest 

materials this round, in the hope to refine the most outstanding top quality Profound Lunar Spirit 

Mirror…..” 

This should be clear enough. 

What Li Moying needed was a Armament Master who was at least fifth rank and above, and it wasn’t a 

normal fifth rank grade. 



After all, their entire Sect had placed high hopes in this round of refinement and spent a huge amount 

on funds in preparing the best materials. 

This was not a laughing matter. 

If this refinement was a failure, they would need to start from scratch and look for a suitable Spirit Jade 

mine vein and recollect all the materials, which would in turn seriously affect Li Moying’s condition. 

Even if Mo Yi had already affirmed that Huang Yueli was their future Mistress, but on this matter, he was 

still very prudent and unwilling to relent on it. 

Huang Yueli understood his meaning but she insisted, “Mo Yi, I understand what you’re trying to say but 

I am indeed a fifth rank Armament Master. You know I would never joke on such matters. If you’re not 

willing to coordinate with me which in turn might delay Li Moying’s treatment, are you able to take up 

this responsibility?” 

“This…..” 

Such a big hat was pinned onto him, Mo Yi was shocked and rendered speechless momentarily. 

Huang Yueli continued, “Don’t tell me you want me to force Li Moying to wake up and let him tell you 

these personally?” 

Speaking of this, she suddenly recalled something and took out a piece of paper from her sleeve. 

“Oh, that’s right! This is the agreement between Li Moying and myself. It states there that if I should 

refine the Profound Lunar Spirit Mirror, he will help me collect the ingredients as repayment…. You can 

take a look.” 

The item she took out was the ingredient list that she had listed down for Li Moying, right before 

arriving at Dark Moon Forest. 

Chapter 478: Smitten with confusion 

 

Mo Yi received it and took a look, and found that Li Moying’s signature was indeed on in. His mouth 

twitched slightly. 

What could he say… His Master was indeed…. Smitten with confusion, he had even dared to sign this 

sort of agreement….. 

Let’s not talk about the level of Huang Yueli as an Armament refiner. Even if she was a fifth rank 

Armament Master, she had asked for so many materials which included a seventh grade magical beast 

core, in exchange for a fourth grade upper level armament….. 

No matter how you saw it, it was a profitless transaction? 

However Huang Yueli couldn’t care less about what he felt. She flashed the agreement and kept it again. 

“Alright, this matter is settled. Let me go outside and prepare a bit. You guys quickly lift Li Moying. We 

have to reach the mine vein before today evening.” 



Once Huang Yueli finished her words, she left the tent. 

Since she had decided to refine the armament on the spot, she had better refrain herself from everyone 

and check if she had prepared all the items she required to refine the armaments. 

When her silhouette disappeared, Murong Ni almost jumped. 

“Brother Mo Yi, what did she show you?” 

Mo Yi threw her a glance and replied, “Nothing much. Just an agreement that Master had signed to 

show that he used a magical beast core as an exchange to ask her to help refine the armament.” 

“What? There’s such an item? Why would Senior Brother look for her to refine armaments? That 

agreement must be a fake?” 

“The agreement is not a fake, I can still recognise Master’s signature.” Mo Yi replied. 

Murong Ni’s eyes turned wide and said urgently, “But…..but, how could she be an armament master? 

And fifth rank? That’s impossible! Something must be wrong somewhere, you cannot allow yourself to 

be deceived by her. If she causes the death of Senior Brother, what should we do!” 

She dared not say these words when Huang Yueli was around. Only after she had left did Murong Ni 

screamed these out unrestrainedly. 

Mo Yi had also had some hesitation but once he saw Murong Ni jumping, his thoughts suddenly cleared 

up. 

That’s right. Murong had doubted Huang Yueli several times and felt that the words and things that 

Huang Yueli had said and done were not possible, but in the end? The truth whacked her hard in the 

face! 

Perhaps…. His Master had took a fancy to this Third Miss…. Was because of some heavenly strategy? 

Very soon, Mo Yi and the rest had made a simple stretcher and placed Li Moying on top of it. 

The entire group of people set off once the dawn broke. 

Mo Yi listened to Huang Yueli’s suggestion and led the team to the mine vein. 

The position of the mine vein was not far from where they had camped, so they only needed half a day 

to reach there. If Huang Yueli was just as what she had claimed, that she had the ability to refine the 

Profound Lunar Spirit Mirror, this amount of re-route was extremely worth it. 

Mo Er and Mo San unconditionally followed the decision of Mo Yi. 

Although Luo Jiyun was still worried, when he thought of Huang Yueli’s recent performance, he chose to 

follow the rest. 

Murong Ni, on the other hand, was disgruntled. She wanted to ridicule Huang Yueli badly. 

But she had been tricked till she was scared thoroughly. Whenever she saw Huang Yueli’s cold gaze 

sweeping over, she would subconsciously shiver and not dared to say a single word. She would only 

dared to curse her violently inside her heart. 



Huang Yueli was deeply troubled and had no time to worry about what the others thought. 

The few of them concentrated fully and hastened on their journey, so they didn’t really meet with any 

magical beasts which stopped them on their way. 

Before noon, they had already reached the Spirit Jade vein. 

Chapter 479: Really admire future sister-in-law 

 

Mo Yi stopped his footsteps and look towards the direction of the mine vein’s position. 

“The Spirit Jade vein is just up ahead. We only need another one hour before we arrive. Originally the 

vein’s surroundings are guarded by high level magical beasts and Master had no battle power now so it 

will be difficult for us to break through. But luckily, the Scarlet Eyes Blood Bats which were guarding the 

vein had already been cleared by Master, so no other magical beasts will appear here.” 

Huang Yueli took a glance at the pale man after she heard these words. 

He laid there quietly, his elegant brows and eyes with his jade white complexion made him look slightly 

delicate, perfectly tranquil, as though he had walked right out of a painting. No one could tell that when 

he was awake, he was a powerful yet arrogant man. 

By the time Li Moying had rushed to the Spirit Jade vein, Huang Yueli had fallen off the cliff, so she 

missed the opportunity to see his massacre of the surroundings. 

Just hearing Mo Yi deemphasizing a few words, she could almost imagine how powerful Li Moying was 

at that time so have killed all the Scarlet Eyed Blood Bats at that time. 

Such a huge cloud of Blood Bats caused them to have nowhere to flee. But in front of this man, they 

were not able to withstand a single blow….. 

Huang Yueli sighed again and turned to look at the Spirit Jade mine vein. 

“Since there are no magical beasts in the way, this makes things much easier. I was initially worried 

about this.” 

Mo Yi shook his head, “Third Miss, things are not as simple. Although there are no magical beasts, but 

we cannot be sure which location is the Profound Lunar Jade in. Doctor Liu mentioned that Master 

would be able to sense the location of the Profound Lunar Jade but now…..” 

Huang Yueli waved her hand and said, “Don’t worry about this. It’s just to find the location of a piece of 

Profound Lunar Jade? Without the interference of the magical beasts, this is a simple thing to handle.” 

As a Armament Sovereign, finding armament materials was naturally a lesson that they had to take up. 

There were plentiful of exquisite materials for refining armaments and the materials were often hidden 

in steep mountains and sometimes it would be hidden among many normal stones and weeds, so it was 

extremely hard to identify. 



But an experienced armament master would be able to use psychodynamic investigation and some 

supplementary methods to identity the required materials. 

In actual fact, identifying the quality of the materials was an important aspect of the Armament Master’s 

assessment. 

Although he was extremely unconvinced, Mo Yi forced himself to swallow back his misgivings when he 

saw her self-confidence. 

Within half an hour, they had reached the foot of the vein. 

The surroundings were indeed very clean and there were no magical beasts in sight. Lying on the ground 

where some corpses of a few Scarlet Eyed Blood Bats. 

Huang Yueli screened through and turned her head, “Remove these Scarlet Eyed Blood Bats’ magical 

core out and their claws. These are very good materials for refining. Their wings can be added into the 

medication. When I’ve started to refine the armament, please deal with these materials while you’re 

waiting!” 

Mo Yi, Mo Er and Mo San: “…..” 

Luo Jiyun gave an exasperated expression, “That…. Sister-in-law, shouldn’t we find the Profound Lunar 

Jade first before we discuss about these materials…..” 

He really admired his future sister-in-law. At this kind of timing, she can still remember her materials….. 

Huang Yueli rolled her eyes, “What? I won’t delay the urgent matter. Profound Lunar Jade…. Is just 

behind this mountain road, I have already sensed it.” 

Saying that, she hastened her footsteps and ran towards the end of the mountain path and stopped at a 

piece of stone cliff. She paused and listed her head, looking up and down to take measure of it. 

Chapter 480: Things seldom seen are strange! 

 

“Sister-in-law, how is it? Is the Profound Lunar Jade located here?” 

Luo Jiyun caught up hurriedly and looked everywhere but he could not see anything peculiar. 

Huang Yueli extracted a dagger from the Sky Phoenix Ring and used her might to strike it in between the 

wall of the mountain. Then she pried open a broken piece of rock and repeated her earlier movements 

and slowly chiselled more rocks. 

Luo Jiyun saw that she was using up a lot of energy and hurriedly rushed over. 

“Sister-in-law, do you need my help?” 

Huang Yueli shook her head and replied, “No need, please stand further behind.” 

Luo Jiyun heeded her advice and stood further back. Huang Yueli used the handle of the dagger and 

knocked hard on the mountain wall. 



Earlier when she was slowly chiselling the mountain wall, she was actually drawing out a boundary 

around this region and between each distance, she left a chiselled mark. 

Now upon her final knock, this region’s rock started to collapse onto the ground. 

Huang Yueli walked to the front and slowly choose among the fallen rocks. Very soon, she picked up one 

piece in her hand. 

“Alright, I’ve found it!” 

When Luo Jiyun and the rest heard this, they excitedly surrounded her. 

But their faces fell upon the first glance. 

This rock was roughly around the size of a palm and the colour was greyish, its surrounding had uneven 

protrusions and didn’t look at all special. 

“This… this is the Profound Lunar Jade?” 

“This….. Third Miss, did you make a mistake?” 

“The Profound Lunar Jade is a rare piece of gem. However do all fifth grade materials look like this?” 

Huang Yueli rolled her eyes at them and said, “Things seldom seen are strange! Now who’s the 

Armament Master, you or me?” 

Luo Jiyun wiped his sweat and replied, “Of course its sister-in-law, you… you are….. But….” 

He wanted to ask more in-depth questions but Huang Yueli impatiently straightened her waist and said, 

“Alright, now that we have found the Profound Lunar Jade and Li Moying had already passed me the 

rest of the materials just before we entered the Dark Moon Forest. Without further ado, I shall start 

refining now!” 

Even though Huang Yueli had mentioned that earlier, when they heard her decisiveness to start work 

immediately, everyone was slightly dazed. 

“Oo…..this… Third Miss, you’re preparing to refine the armament here? Don’t… don’t you need a bit 

more preparation?” Mo Yi was dumbfounded. 

Huang Yueli replied, “Spirit Jade mine vein has a special force field which improves the quality of the 

Profound Armament. This is the best place to refine the armament. I will set up a Qi Vitality Array over 

at the empty ground there and refine the armament. You will stay nearby and are in charge of defence! 

Although the surroundings look safe, but we had better take precaution than be sorry.” 

“Yes, don’t worry about this. We will take turns to be on duty to ensure Master and your safety…..” 

Huang Yueli nodded, “That’s great. I am definitely assured with you in charge, Brother Mo Yi! I’ll leave 

the outside to you!” 

After she had arranged all the remaining matters, she took out various materials from the Sky Phoenix 

Ring and proceeded to set up the array. 



The level of the Qi Vitality Array was much higher than the Beast Diversion Array and was a genuine 

fourth level array. It was especially effective in the success rate of refining armaments so a lot of 

armament masters would set up this array in their refining room. 

Since they were running out of time, the array that she set up was just a simple version. 

Within such a short amount of time, she was able to set up a level four array. Just this alone nearly 

made Murong Ni’s eyes fell out. 

 


